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BEESECURE ASSET TRACKER AND RURAL CRIME
RIVERCITY TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LTD. is pleased to announce the launch of BEESECURE, the first prototype
asset tracking system designed and optimized to work for rural residents across North America. Headquartered
in Saskatoon, the solution was built by an entirely Saskatchewan based team in conjunction with guidance from
Ministry of Corrections and Policing, law enforcement members, and rural residents who pilot tested the
product. Today we continue to develop our product with support from SaskTel, SecurTek, and law enforcement.
The product success has resulted in a new company being incorporated called RIVERCITY INNOVATIONS LTD.
which already employs 2 people in Saskatoon.
BEESECURE combines modern hardware technology, web applications, and cellular technology to allow it’s users
to monitor assets via mapping and notifications to a virtual neighborhood of contacts such as local neighbours
or family members. Your assets are protected by covert devices which can be hosted in our regular case or 3D
printed cases designed to fit your need. Their unique power system and programming provide notifications on
asset location for extended periods of time while assets are moving – up to 50 hours of movement time. If an
asset with a tracker is stolen you can avoid the confrontation and instead follow the digital trail across large
distances and share the data with law enforcement for their planned response. This data is also useful for
analytics and further initiatives in planning to help reduce rural crime. We expect to have monitoring services
available from SecurTek for an additional cost this summer and are already working with SaskTel on using
SaskTel components in our hardware.
Thank you to Innovation Saskatchewan for coordinating the first ever Innovation Challenge in Saskatchewan, the
Government of Saskatchewan and Ministry of Corrections and Policing, Tina Beaudry-Mellor the Minister
responsible for Innovation Saskatchewan, and the law enforcement members who provided valuable insight into
our application. Thank you to Innovation Place and the team at Co-Labs for their amazing support and fostering
the environment for technology innovation here in Saskatchewan. Without this Saskatchewan Government
program, we would not have been able to develop this product and create jobs right here in Saskatchewan.
We are continuing the advancement of our solution and will have further announcements in the coming months
regarding our technology and it’s practical use for helping reduce rural crime, improving public safety of rural
residents and law enforcement officers, and allowing for affordable asset tracking in rural environments where
traditional technology does not work.
For questions or further information please email jeff@rivercitytech.ca or call 306-986-8888.
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